
ADVANCED ALGEBRA, LECTURE IX, APRIL 17TH

1. Reminder on the last time

Given a finite group G, we have introduced the notion of a linear representations of G. An

irreducible representation of G is such that it does not have non–trivial invariant G–subspaces. We

saw intertwining operators and stated the Schur lemma.

We assume, otherwise specifically noted, that our representations are over C.

We will use a more convenient notation as for representations of G: typically, it will be denoted

by (ρ, V ) in which ρ means a group homomorphism G → GL(V ) and V is the underlying vector

space of the representation.

Let us state a corollary to the Schur lemma (cf. Exercise 5 of Homework #7):

Corollary 1.1. Let G be an abelian group and (ρ, V ) be an irreducible representation of G. Then

V is one–dimensional.

Proof. For any two elements g, h ∈ G the operators ρg and ρh commute, hence fixing g and letting

h vary we see that ρh is an intertwining endomorphism of (ρ, V ). By Schur lemma, ρh must act by

a scalar multiplication. Since this argument is applicable to all the elements of G, every operator ρg
acts as a scalar multiplication and hence every subspace of G is G–invariant. Since V is irreducible,

it must have the dimension one. �

We will see later that the inverse statement to the above corollary is also true: that is, if all

irreducible representations of a finite group G are one–dimensional then G is abelian. To this end,

we need to develop the theory characters which we are now passing to.

1.1. Complete reducibility for complex representations. We saw examples of representa-

tions that are reducible but are indecomposable. The reason for that is it may happen that a

subrepresentation doesn’t have a G–invariant complement. This cannot happen when the ground

field is of characteristic zero (or, more generally, is of characteristic coprime with the order of G,

as we will see later). Specifically, in the complex case we have:

Theorem 1.1. Let V be a finite–dimensional complex representation of G and W be a G–invariant

subspace (i.e., a subrepresentation). Then W has an invariant complement, i.e. there is a vector

subspace U of V , such that V = W ⊕ U and U is also G–invariant.

Proof. Decompositions of V into direct sums of two vector spaces one of which is W are in one–

to–one correspondence with projectors V → W , i.e. linear maps p such that Im(p) = W and

p|W = idW . Then the complement to W in the direct sum decomposition corresponding to p is

Ker(p).

Assume given a G–invariant subspace W of V and choose some complement to W , i.e. a

projector p : V → W . Starting from p, we will construct another projector p′ such that Ker(p′)

will be G–invariant. Consider the averaging
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p′ :=
1

#(G)

∑
g∈G

ρ−1g pρg.

Since W is ρ–invariant, p′ maps V to W . If w ∈W then pρg(w) = ρg(w) and p′(w) = w. Hence,

p′ is a projector onto W that corresponds to some complement W ′ of W . It remains to prove that

W ′ is G–invariant. To this end, observe that by construction p′ commutes with ρ (cf. the proof of

Lemma 3.1 below). Hence, if v ∈ Ker(p′) then p′ρg(v) = ρgp
′(v) = 0, so ρg(v) ∈ Ker(p′) too and

W ′ is G–invariant. �

Another proof uses the existence of a G–invariant Hermitian product on V ; such a product can

be obtained from the standard Hermitian product via averaging over G; since G is finite, it doesn’t

pose a problem.

2. More examples of representations

2.1. Regular representations. Functions G → C form a vector space over C (as any function

set with values in a field). Since G is finite, the vector space of functions Fun(G,C) is finite–

dimensional. A basis of Fun(G,C) is the set of δ–functions, i.e. δg(h) = 1 if g = h and δg(h) = 0

otherwise.
When speaking of group actions, we saw three important examples of actions:

(1) left regular: lg(h) : h→ gh

(2) right regular: rg(h) : h→ hg

(3) biregular action bg1,g2(h) = g1hg
−1
2 (this the action of the product G×G on G)

These actions give rise to the following representations in the space Fun(G,C):

(1) left regular representation: lg(f(h)) = f(g−1h), | f ∈ Fun(G,C)

(2) right regular representation: rg(f(h)) = f(hg), | f ∈ Fun(G,C)

(3) left regular representation: bg(f(h)) = f(g−11 hg2), | f ∈ Fun(G,C)

Let us check that lg(f(x)) = f(g−1x) defines a representation: lg is linear in f and for g, h ∈ G

lg(lh(f)(x)) = lh(f(g−1x)) = f(h−1g−1x) = f((gh)−1x) = lghf(x).

Similarly for the right regular representation.

2.2. One–dimensional representations (characters). Any homomorphism ρ : G → C∗ =

GL1(C) defines a representation of G. Since the order of any element of G is finite, the images

ρ(g) are roots of unity.

2.3. Representations in the space of functions. A generalization of the regular representation

of G is given by a G–set, i.e. a set X acted upon by G. The space of functions Fun(X,C) is a

representation of G by the similar rule lg(f)(x) = f(g−1x).

Note that ifG acts transitively onX thenX can be identified with the left coset spaceG/H where

H is the stabilizer of a point x ∈ X. In this case, the representation appearing on Fun(X,C) is given

by left multiplication of a coset. Such representations are called permutation representations

and can also be identified with induced representations to be discussed later in more detail.
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2.4. More constructions of representations: tensor products. Assume given two groups G

and H. Then there is the direct product G×H. Let ρ, V be a representation of G and τ,W be a

representation of H. We have the familiar tensor product space V ⊗W .

Define the action of G×H on V ⊗W by

(ρ⊗ τ)(g,h)(v ⊗ w) := ρg(v)⊗ τh(w).

Strictly speaking, to define that action, we first define it on V × W and then show that it

descends to V ⊗W , both ρ and τ acting by linear operators.

If G = H then there is the diagonal embedding G → G × G via g → (g, g); this is a group

homomorphism. Given two representations ρ and τ of G, we can consider the tensor product

representation V ⊗W and then restrict it to G along the diagonal embedding; this gives a new

representation of G called the tensor product.

Theorem 2.1. If both ρ and τ are irreducible, then so is their tensor product ρ⊗ τ .

Proof. This will be proven after developing a bit of the theory of characters of representations. �

3. Characters

Recall that given an element g ∈ G, the conjugacy class Cg containing g is the set of all elements

{hgh−1 | h ∈ G}, i.e. the orbit of g under the conjugation action.

Definition 3.1. Let ρ : G → GL(V ) be a representation. The character of ρ is the function

χρ : G→ C defined by χρ(g) = Tr(ρ(g)).

Thus, the value of χρ on an element g is the trace of the matrix corresponding to g. The trace

function is invariant under the conjugation, so

χρ(hgh
−1) = Tr(ρ(hgh−1)) = Tr(ρ(h)ρ(g)ρ(h−1)) = Tr(ρ(g)) = χρ(g),

so χρ is the function which is constant on the conjugacy classes of G.

Given a representation ρ, an important thing to observe is that the character χ := χρ of ρ has

the property χ(g) = χ(g−1). Indeed, any operator ρ(g) is diagonalizable since gn = eG for some

n, hence ρ(gn) = ρ(g)n = E. Reducing ρ(g) to the Jordan normal form, we see that the matrix of

ρ(g) is diagonal with the diagonal entries being the eigenvalues λi of ρ(g). The latter are roots of

unity, hence

χ(g−1) = Tr(φ(g−1)) = Tr(φ(g)−1) =
∑

λ−1i =
∑

λi = Tr(φ(g)) = χ(g).

Proposition 3.1. Let (ρ, V ) and (τ,W ) be two representations of G and let χ, µ be their characters.

Then

(1) The character of V ⊕W is equal to χ+ µ.

(2) The character of V ⊗W is equal to χ · µ

Why considering traces of group elements is sensible? Here is an example.

Example 3.1. Let G = Z/3Z. A representation of G in a vector space V is given by an invertible

linear operator A acting on V such that A3 = id. Choosing a basis, we can reduce A to the diagonal

form; the eigenvalues of A are 1, ω, ω2 where ω3 = 1.
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Note that since G is commutative, there is a common eigenbasis for A and A2, i.e. A2 is

diagonalizable in the same basis. Thus, V decomposes into the direct sum of irreducible reps of

dimension one; we can assemble the summands in accordance with the eigenvalues of ρ(a) = A

where a is the generator of Z/3Z, i.e. V = V1 ⊕ Vω ⊕ Vω2 . Denoting x, y, z the dimensions of these

spaces, we obtain

x+ y + z = dim(V ).

Next, A acts on the direct sum with the prescribed eigenvalues, hence

x+ ω · y + ω2 · z = Tr(A) = χ(a).

Finally, A2 acts also preserving the direct sum decomposition with the eigenvalues ω2 on Vω and

ω on Vω2 . Hence,

x+ ω2 · y + ω · z = Tr(A2) = χ(a2).

So, the knowledge of χ(a) and of χ(a2) allows us to restore the dimensions of multiplicity spaces

V1, Vω and Vω2 .

Definition 3.2. A function χ : G → C is called central if χ is constant on the conjugacy classes

of G.

Thus, characters of representations of G are central functions.

Central functions are a vector subspace of Fun(G,C). Let Cent(G,C) denote this subspace. A

basis of Cent(G,C) is formed by δ–functions of conjugacy classes, i.e. δCg(h) = 1 if h ∈ Cg and

δCg(h) = 0 otherwise.

3.1. Scalar product. Let us derive first some consequences of the Schur lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let (ρ, V ) and (µ,W ) be two irreducible representations of G. Let A be a linear

operator from V to W . Consider the operator

Ã :=
1

#(G)

∑
g∈G

ρ−1g Aµg.

Then

(1) If V 6= W then Ã = 0;

(2) If V = W then Ã = λE where λ = Tr(A)
dim(V ) .

Proof. (1) We show that Ã is an intertwining operator between V and W , hence by the Schur

lemma Ã = 0 if V 6= W . Indeed,

Ãµh =
1

#(G)
(
∑
g∈G

ρ−1g Aµgh) =
1

#(G)
ρh(

∑
g∈G

ρh−1g−1Aµgh) = ρhÃ.

(2) If V = W then by the same Schur lemma Ã is the scalar operator. To compute this scalar,

taking the trace of Ã we obtain

Tr(Ã) = Tr(A) = λ · dim(V );
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hence, λ = Tr(A)
dim(V ) as stated.

�

We are now in a position to define the scalar product of two characters.

Definition 3.3. Let φ and ψ be two complex–valued functions on G. Set

〈φ, ψ〉 =
1

#(G)

∑
g∈G

φ(g)ψ(g)

Let us come back to the example of the cyclic group

triv χ χ2

1 1 1 1
a 1 ω ω2

a2 1 ω2 ω

The matrix form of Lemma 3.1 implies:

Theorem 3.1. Let χ, µ be the characters of irreducible representations of G. Then

(1) If χ and µ are the characters of non–isomorphic representations then 〈χ, µ〉 = 0.

(2) 〈χ, χ〉 = 1.

4. Group algebra

4.1. Algebras.

Definition 4.1. A vector space V over a field k is called a k–algebra if there is a structure of a

ring on V such that the two structures are compatible in a natural way.

Example 4.1. Let V be a vector space over k. Then the endomorphisms of V form an algebra

where the ring structure is the composition of endomorphisms. Upon choosing a basis in V , this

ring is identified with a matrix ring.

Example 4.2. Recall the quaternion algebra H introduced when talking about the quaternion

group. This is a four–dimensional algebra over R.

Let G be a group and k be a field. Denote by k[G] the vector space of finitary linear combinations∑
g∈G ag · δg, ag ∈ k, i.e. there are a finite number of ag which are non–zero (if G is finite, this

condition is automatic). Given two such linear combinations, define their product to be

(
∑
g∈G

ag · δg) · (
∑
g∈G

bg · δg) =
∑
g∈G

(
∑

g1g2=g

ag1bg2) · δg.

Definition 4.2. Given two complex functions f1, f2 defined on G, their convolution f1 ∗ f2 is

defined by

(f1 ∗ f2)(g) :=
∑
h∈G

f(h)f(h−1g).

Definition 4.3. The group algebra k[G] is the algebra of functions on G equipped with the convo-

lution product. This algebra is unital with the unit being the function δe.
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Theorem 4.1 (Maschke). Let G be a finite group. Let k be a field of characteristic which is prime

to the order of G. Then the group algebra k[G] is semisimple.


